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“I returned to the same respiratory therapist for my annual checkup. I told her that her words to
me, ‘You look good for your age,’ had inspired a book. ‘Wow!’ she said. ‘You wrote a whole book
about that?’ ‘Twenty-nine kick-ass writers wrote it,’ I said. She gave me a thumbs up.” From the
PrefaceThis is a book about women and ageism. There are twenty-nine contributing writers,
ranging in age from their forties to their nineties. Through essays, short stories, and poetry, they
share their distinct opinions, impressions, and speculations on aging and ageism and their own
growth as people. In these thoughtful, fierce, and funny works, the writers show their belief in
women and the aging process.Contributors: Rona Altrows, Debbie Bateman, Moni Brar,
Maureen Bush, Sharon Butala, Jane Cawthorne, Joan Crate, Dora Dueck, Cecelia Frey, Ariel
Gordon, Elizabeth Greene, Vivian Hansen, Joyce Harries, Elizabeth Haynes, Paula E. Kirman,
Joy Kogawa, Laurie MacFayden, JoAnn McCaig, Wendy McGrath, E.D. Morin, Lisa Murphy
Lamb, Lorri Neilsen Glenn, Olyn Ozbick, Roberta Rees, Julie Sedivy, Madelaine Shaw-Wong,
Anne Sorbie, Aritha van Herk, Laura Wershler

# 9 on Alberta Bestsellers list, May 30, 2021# 1 on Calgary Herald Bestsellers list, June 5,
2021# 8 on Alberta Bestsellers list, June 6, 2021# 2 on Calgary Herald Bestsellers list, June 12,
2021# 9 on Calgary Herald Bestsellers list, June 20, 2021#10 on the Alberta Non-Fiction
Bestsellers list, June 27, 2021#7 on the Edmonton Non-Fiction Bestsellers list, June 27, 2021#5
on Calgary Herald Fiction Bestsellers list, July 3, 2021#10 on Edmonton Non-Fiction Bestsellers
list, July 11, 2021#9 on Edmonton Non-Fiction Bestsellers list, August 15, 2021"Altrows stated
that her wish for young readers is that through this anthology, they will get a sense of what it is
like to be in the mind and body of an older woman.... By sharing pieces from women who have
had first hand experience with aging, readers are able to better understand the effects of the
ageist ideals our society upholds." Megan Gervais, The Gateway, November 23, 2021 [Article at
https://thegatewayonline.ca/2021/11/you-look-good-for-your-age-challenging-ageism-through-
writing-the-gateway]"Altrows reached out to 29 writers identifying as women in their middle to
advanced age, a call that resulted in this engaging collection of fiction, non-fiction and poetry
There is much to be savoured here. Buy the book." Jannie Edwards, Alberta Views Magazine,
November 1, 2021 [Full review at https://albertaviews.ca/look-good-age-anthology/]"Vulnerability
and honesty are found in these pages, and raw power too. Readers will cheer these brave
writers on as they refuse to allow stereotypes to smother their voice and experience."―Carissa
Halton, author of Little Yellow House"Just as aging women can be invisible in our society, they're
often invisible to our cultural curators. This collection brilliantly addresses that blind spot, with
wisdom, humour, and fine writing."―Angie Abdou, author of This One Wild Life --This text refers
to the paperback edition.About the AuthorRona Altrows is an editor, fiction writer, essayist, and



playwright. With Naomi K. Lewis, she co-edited Shy (UAlberta Press), and with Julie Sedivy she
co-edited Waiting (UAlberta Press), both theme-based anthologies. Her most recent work of
fiction is At This Juncture and her website is www.ronaaltrows.com. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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PrefaceTHIS IS A BOOK about women, aging, and ageism. There are twenty-nine contributing
writers, and we range in age from our nineties down to our forties. We all identify as female.The
idea for the book arose from my own life. In September 2018, I was diagnosed with obstructive
sleep apnea and it was recommended that I get fitted for a device. A young respiratory therapist,
seeing me for the first time, looked at my medical chart, which of course included date of birth,
then scrutinized my face. “You look good for your age,” she said. Inwardly, I was angry. But why? I
mulled over my internal reaction for a while and figured out that the respiratory therapist’s clichéd
comment, while intended as a compliment, carried with it the social assumption that it is better
to look young than old and, by logical extension, better to be young than old. Otherwise, the
qualifier “for your age” would not be necessary.Why are these assumptions made? What effects
do they have on aging women? What messages about the aging process do we pass on to our
daughters? Are those messages healthy? Or, as an aging woman, am I simply not willing to face
up to the fact that when I see myself in the mirror, I am less satisfied than I used to be? And am I
ashamed of feeling that way?The questions just kept coming. And it struck me that I was not the
only one asking them. So many women have aging on their minds. How can we not? The older
we get, the more we find ourselves surrounded by ageist messaging, ghosted, relegated to
invisibleness. In fact, women start having to deal with issues related to aging and ageism as
early as in our forties.It seemed to me the best way to explore those questions, and other
questions I might well not have thought of, was to put together an anthology. So I invited some



other professional writers who identify as female to send me their thoughts, using whatever
creative forms they wished. Send they did, beautiful pieces with so many distinct views,
impressions, and speculations on aging and ageism and their own growth as people.This is our
book. Serious, whimsical, satirical, angry, and impressionistic works all have a place in You Look
Good for Your Age. The book contains the work of writers from varying backgrounds. Some
come from communities involved in historical—and, unfortunately, current—fights for human
rights: queer, Métis, immigrant, Jewish. Some struggle with mental health challenges such as
anxiety, depression, panic disorder. What we all share is a belief in the essential value of
women, the aging process, mutual respect.The book is organized in thematic parts, there is a lot
of overlap in themes, and each piece deals with multiple matters. We do not claim to cover every
aspect of aging and ageism. These are takes on the subject. Since life imitates art imitates life
ad infinitum, we have made it clear which prose pieces are fiction and which are nonfiction.
Poetry also occupies an important place.In INSIGHT, writers deal with vision versus eyesight, a
changing approach to fear, the age-irrelevancy of meditation, the intent to forgive, the poetic
possibilities of an empty nest, a floral perspective on the self.ELDERS explores a daughter’s
parenting of parents with dementia, a daughter’s learnings from a nonagenarian mother who
continues to pursue her love of nature, a daughter’s thoughts on the fierce love and complexity
of a mother who has just died, an imagined social media page, a poet’s recollections of the older
women in her family, as experienced by her in adolescence.BODY invites us to consider anti-
aging Internet ads, the mature woman’s care and treatment of hemorrhoids, the psychological
benefits and perils of life in the gym, the aging woman’s changing relationship with blood.LOVE
explores a married woman’s affair that surprises the woman herself, the maddening proximity of
an unattainable love, the fear of imminent loss of a long-time love, the convoluted path from
alienation to self-love.TIMELINES takes us to reflections and stories about the present and past
self, the self and younger women, the shattered promise of a good life in a new town, the pain of
losing a cherished friend. A woman in her forties looks at how she got to where she is; a woman
in her fifties gazes forward and back, back and forward. A poet rejoices in the joys of dressing for
comfort and reassuring smells.We end the book with ENOUGH ! In this part, writers deal with
some common assumptions about women and aging (we should be infinitely patient, we should
have grandchildren, we should shut up, et cetera) and say what they think about those
assumptions.Intergenerational sparring seems more common than ever now, as is illustrated by
the insulting meme “Okay, boomer.” But we are at a point in the history of our planet when it is
critical that we take care of one another and cooperate in the work to be done, regardless of
when we were born. So we invite readers of all ages and stages of life and everywhere on or off
the gender spectrum. You Look Good for Your Age is for thinking, feeling people, period.This
afternoon, I returned to the same respiratory therapist for my annual checkup. I told her that her
words to me, “You look good for your age,” had inspired a book.“Wow!” she said. “You wrote a
whole book about that?”“Twenty-nine kick-ass writers wrote it,” I said.She gave me a thumbs
up.RONA ALTROWSCalgary, Alberta
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INSIGHT

The FixableSHARON BUTALASOME MONTHS AGO, during a close examination of my eyes, a
young optometrist told me that I had macular degeneration “just barely starting” in both of them.
She stood with her back to me, fiddling with something, speaking in a low, light voice that
signified to me that either she wasn’t sure if she should tell me or not, or wasn’t sure how to tell
me. Maybe I was the first person she had ever had to give such bad news.I paid her no mind, it
being clear to me that I would somehow escape this verdict, or, because I was then almost
seventy-eight years old, before the condition took full effect I would be dead. Case closed, as
they say on TV.I left her examination room as jauntily as I had entered it, even though I had been
having trouble with my right eye ever since my cataract surgery four years earlier and there
seemed to be no explanation for it. I couldn’t rub away the haze, or wash it out of my eye or off
the lens of my glasses, or blink it away, and to be truthful, I sometimes missed letters in words
when I was reading and had to go back to where, miraculously, the missing letter or letters would
reappear. Sometimes I would see things or people at the edge of my vision when there was no
one or nothing there, all of which I had told the optometrist, which is what had caused her to do
the deeper examination resulting in her, I thought, faintly weird behaviour as she made the
pronouncement of macular degeneration.For at least a full month her diagnosis seemed to me
distant and unreal, ignorable because it wouldn’t come to pass during my lifetime. I was still
vigorous and often told I was unusually young-looking for my age. I was also still stubbornly
working as a writer, still publishing, even though small voices in my head were whispering to me



that I was done, that my time as a writer had passed, that I no longer understood the world and
anything relevant I might have to say was relevant only to us, the nearly dead (my occasional,
not entirely whimsical term for my age group—peopleapproaching eighty and over). I knew
people with MS, OR COPD, or Parkinson’s disease, or the beginnings of some kind ofdementia,
many of them younger than me, so clearly, I thought, it wasn’t my fate to be hit with that kind of
catastrophe. That I even had these thoughts was evidence, although I ignored that too, that the
optometrist’s diagnosis was working away below my full consciousness.I mentioned this verdict
to an acquaintance—odd that I would choose to tell her and not my family—who lent me a
twenty-year-old book on the subject written by an ophthalmologist who, in middle age, had
developed the problem himself. By the time I had finished his book it began to sink in (or so I
thought then), that I had to accept I was facing the end of my life as I knew it. My next thought
was to look around for help, somebody to tell this to. But it was summer and most of my close
friends were off on vacations, and not many months before, my family had moved a couple of
thousand miles away, and anyway, I thought it far too soon to burden them with this news. I was
alone and could think of no one I wanted to phone to talk with about the fact that I was about to
go blind and at a time when I was already old and losing abilities and continuously wondering
who would care for me when I could no longer care for myself, and surreptitiously considering
available options, as were the number of single, aging women (from early sixties to over ninety)
with whom I was acquainted. All of us, as we talked about the problem facing us, which was
where we would end our lives, trying not to sigh audibly, gazing absently out the window, our
expressions carefully neutral.Already, as with many old people, I was having trouble filling my
evenings and weekends in activities with my friends, a number of whom still had husbands or
grown-up children and their families nearby and who reserved their own time for when their
families weren’t working or in school. And now, to be blind as well! I who had spent my life
reading, studying, going to films, sometimes painting, and staring at a computer screen as I
wrote book after book, more than twenty in all. How would I fill all those endless, solitary hours
when I could not see? An unexpected rage engulfed me, and I spent an entire weekend lost in it,
clomping down park pathways, trying to breathe through its heat, trying not to have my head
explode while it churned with incoherent thoughts, on fire with indignation, and violent half-
images that seared my brain and that I killed at once, only to have others appear before I
mentally bashed them out of sight.Here is where I explain—says she, bitterly—that not being
able to see is actually quite a wonderful thing, and that friends and family will/would rally around
and buy my groceries for me, and guide me on walks and take me to the symphony and
chamber concerts. Here is where I explain that blindness is good for the soul as well. Hah! I
could think of nothing worse—wait, of course I could, from severe debilitating chronic pain to
dying in a dungeon for a crime you didn’t commit. I suppose I meant that, in terms of who I am,
within a “normal” North American life, I could think of nothing worse: To be completely alone to
deal with this life-changing and inalterable verdict; to realize my working life as a writer after forty
years was over, and I did not know what I would do in place of it; to realize that almost certainly I



was not going to die before the full force of the condition hit; to know that I was caught in a vice
of destiny’s making, and I did not even have anybody to say this to. I mean, you don’t tell it to the
women you always see in the grocery store, or your-across-the-hall neighbour with whom you
have a tenuous relationship at best, or the woman with whom you have lunch once a month.
Although I had two sisters left, one was in Europe for the summer (even though in a wheelchair)
with her family, and the other had a serious long-term illness, and in any case, both lived far
away from me. As for my close friends, they had troubles of their own and didn’t need to add
mine to their burdens. (At least in this, I was honest. Sort of.)One evening I noticed that the pill
container I used when I travelled had the days of the week written on it in braille—at least, I
assumed those little bumps, each set different, were braille—and was surprised and pleased. A
glimmer of hope entered the blackness of my fury and near-despair. I had bought the container
where I buy most of the things I need for my daily life, merely at the Co-Op down the street, and
not in some specialized store for the blind. Okay, so I would have to learn braille. My head was
clearing. I began to try to imagine how I would live with this disability, practically, step by
step.Occasionally, when I couldn’t sleep, I tried to put on my bedside radio and find the CBC
without turning on the light, running my fingers over the buttons, counting, trying to locate the
right one. I closed my eyes, too, and concentrated on the meaningful sounds, a musical phrase,
a few vowels and consonants in different voices coming softly, intimately from the radio in the 3
AM hush. Or I searched for my glasses or my keys with my eyes closed, testing how well I could
navigate without sight in my own home. Already a sightless world was closing in around me, and
I saw how intimate it would be, how solitary, if, possibly and in some way, I wasn’t yet sure about,
how blessed. But I also could see myself growing more and more careless, showing up in my
summer navy and white polka-dot pants with a plaid shirt, not the plain white one I thought I had
on, my hair ravaged and unsightly, eventually throwing myself in front of a commuter train. Whoa!
I reminded myself over and over again that if I had macular degeneration, according to the
ophthalmologist whose book I had read, I would always see light, would never be in total
darkness. I thought of books I had read about the blind heroes: Helen Keller, Jacques
Lusseyran, people whose breathtaking adaptability was interwoven with unquenchable bravery,
and despite my anger, I was inspired by them. I knew damn well I didn’t have their courage. I was
already worn out with the endless uncertainty and never-ending troubles of being alive.Not only
did I not tell anyone for at least a month, possibly two, I didn’t do anything about the diagnosis, at
first thinking that nothing could be done anyway, so why bother, and also,I suspect that at a deep
level, I still thought the problem would miraculously go away and I would be fine. Because she
had been so careful and focused in her examination, I honestly don’t think it occurred to me that
my optometrist might simply be wrong, or if I did, this alone I attributed to wishful thinking. I kept
telling myself that many, many old people have this condition and I wasn’t in any way special and
so should just shut up about it.I consulted a friend who uses a white cane; I talked with an
acquaintance with macular degeneration as well as other difficulties with her eyes. The first told
me he could introduce me to the most wonderful people at the CNIB, praised them so highly I



almost cancelled our lunch plans and went immediately to them. He promised me, too, that
when the time came, he would show me the ropes of being legally blind. (Legal blindness occurs
if your best eye has less than 20/200 vision when corrected with glasses or contacts. According
to Alberta Health, 20/200 means “a person cannot be more than 20 feet away to see what a
person with normal vision can see from 200 feet away.”)The other acquaintance commiserated,
but not in an “Oh, you poor thing” way, but more a “Damn it all! It’s a helluva thing” way (which I
liked), and offered me a high-resolution reading tool she no longer used. I noted, too, that though
neither of them saw well enough to drive, they both went about the city with what seemed to me
to be freedom, even insouciance, by using taxis and services for the disabled, and sometimes
relying on friends or family. I asked myself, is this perhaps doable after all? Finally, I bestirred
myself enough to ask an ophthalmologist I knew if I should be taking some medicine or doing
eye exercises or something to maybe ameliorate the progression of the condition. She told me to
come and see her.I got a referral. Convinced now that I had the disability and knowing that there
was no cure, I had begun to try to be cheerful about my fate, or at least, to try to find a livable,
decent approach to it. A part of me was holding off though. I could feel it; it was saying wait, hold
on, the diagnosis isn’t certain yet, you need to wait. In the soulful blackness of my interior, where
I came to understandings and made firm decisions from which there would be no going back, I
was still holding on, weightless, not daring to take too deep a breath. How I would handle it all
would have to come when I knew for sure I was about to go legally blind.Eventually I told my
friends. The people I knew who were legally blind, having lived in Calgary all their lives, had
networks of friends, or close family members nearby, or both. I had friends, mostly younger than I
am and therefore busy already who didn’t need another drain on their energy, and anyway, I
hadn’t known them for more than five years. I knew they couldn’t hand over their lives to me, and
I would have been ashamed if I had caught one of them trying to. The possibility of moving
closer to my son and his family I quashed at once. At least I knew my way intimately around my
own condo, my building, and my neighbourhood. My sisters would be unable to help me—one
was in a wheelchair and the other in serious ill health—and even with malfunctioning sight, I
would still be the healthy one. But at our ages it was touch and go as to who would be the first to
depart. It would be crazy to uproot myself at this moment in my life, only to find myself, sooner
rather than later, a stranger in a strange community, and blind.Wait a minute, I told myself: you’re
jumping the gun; maybe your eyes are okay and all this emotional turmoil is over nothing. Hah! I
said to myself, with my history of bad luck? Quit kidding yourself; of course you’re going blind,
and do not ever forget that so are thousands of other old people. Blindness is a commonplace
as people grow old and then older again. And older after that. (A 2013 WHO report: “In 2010,
82% of those blind and 65% of those with moderate and severe blindness were older than 50
years of age.”)Such a diagnosis would be the end of people telling me how young I look for my
years (a source of faintly surprised pride, I realized, no matter how much I pretended it wasn’t),
but that seemed hardly worth thinking about. When you’re old, you’re old; no matter what you
look like, you are still in the last few years of your life: the last quarter, the last third, the last tenth.



If there are maybe a few advantages to not looking your age—the occasional younger male hits
on you—there are also disadvantages—the same younger male vanishes when he finds out you
are twelve or fifteen years older than he is, if not older than that. I lost one boyfriend because
(well, there might have been other reasons as well) I was four years older than he was. I guess
he thought that by the time I was eighty-four and in total swamp-creature decrepitude, he would
still be seventy and continuing to make out with fifty-year-olds. As an adult woman in our age-
hating society, the younger you look, the less likely you’ll be ignored or dismissed, which is an
important advantage, but no guarantee of anything else.The day of my ophthalmologist’s
appointment arrived. After about forty-five minutes of sitting in front of one machine and then
another, blinking or not-blinking as requested, my vision blurry from drops, she told me I did not
have macular degeneration. Then she went on to tell me that I had preconditions for glaucoma,
which would require watching and possibly, in a year or two, actual treatment, and also, that she
was going to refer me to a retina specialist as another condition she had discovered meant that I
was in steady danger of having detached retinas. Oh, I said. I couldn’t think of anything else to
say. My entire brain had scrunched itself up into a puzzled, partially disbelieving—or maybe
awed—frown.The problems that had taken me to the optometrist in the first place were
negligible and probably even fixable if I wanted to have a laser treatment or two. No thank you, I
said. Better to let sleeping dogs lie, which, come to think of it, is what I say to my dentist, too,
while crossing my fingers. (It’s amazing to me how much I count on being dead before the real
horrors get the chance to hit.) I saw that it was a good thing the optometrist had made a mistake
because without her diagnosis, I would never have seen the ophthalmologist, which turned out
to be, if for different reasons, crucial for my continuing ability to see. At first friends said, “Thank
heavens,” when I said I didn’t have macular degeneration, but I pointed out, “Medicine can slow
glaucoma, but it can make you completely blind.” Completely blind: without perceptible light.
“While there is no treatment for macular degeneration, at least you aren’t in full darkness.”
Despite everything, there was some room for relief, or joy. I just don’t see very well, to go along
with not hearing very well or sleeping very well, and with having achy joints, and occasional
memory glitches. Ah well, I thought, finally, drawing in my breath shakily, surrendering to the fact
of the inevitable finally getting its claws into me.

The FixableSHARON BUTALASOME MONTHS AGO, during a close examination of my eyes, a
young optometrist told me that I had macular degeneration “just barely starting” in both of them.
She stood with her back to me, fiddling with something, speaking in a low, light voice that
signified to me that either she wasn’t sure if she should tell me or not, or wasn’t sure how to tell
me. Maybe I was the first person she had ever had to give such bad news.I paid her no mind, it
being clear to me that I would somehow escape this verdict, or, because I was then almost
seventy-eight years old, before the condition took full effect I would be dead. Case closed, as
they say on TV.I left her examination room as jauntily as I had entered it, even though I had been
having trouble with my right eye ever since my cataract surgery four years earlier and there



seemed to be no explanation for it. I couldn’t rub away the haze, or wash it out of my eye or off
the lens of my glasses, or blink it away, and to be truthful, I sometimes missed letters in words
when I was reading and had to go back to where, miraculously, the missing letter or letters would
reappear. Sometimes I would see things or people at the edge of my vision when there was no
one or nothing there, all of which I had told the optometrist, which is what had caused her to do
the deeper examination resulting in her, I thought, faintly weird behaviour as she made the
pronouncement of macular degeneration.For at least a full month her diagnosis seemed to me
distant and unreal, ignorable because it wouldn’t come to pass during my lifetime. I was still
vigorous and often told I was unusually young-looking for my age. I was also still stubbornly
working as a writer, still publishing, even though small voices in my head were whispering to me
that I was done, that my time as a writer had passed, that I no longer understood the world and
anything relevant I might have to say was relevant only to us, the nearly dead (my occasional,
not entirely whimsical term for my age group—peopleapproaching eighty and over). I knew
people with MS, OR COPD, or Parkinson’s disease, or the beginnings of some kind ofdementia,
many of them younger than me, so clearly, I thought, it wasn’t my fate to be hit with that kind of
catastrophe. That I even had these thoughts was evidence, although I ignored that too, that the
optometrist’s diagnosis was working away below my full consciousness.I mentioned this verdict
to an acquaintance—odd that I would choose to tell her and not my family—who lent me a
twenty-year-old book on the subject written by an ophthalmologist who, in middle age, had
developed the problem himself. By the time I had finished his book it began to sink in (or so I
thought then), that I had to accept I was facing the end of my life as I knew it. My next thought
was to look around for help, somebody to tell this to. But it was summer and most of my close
friends were off on vacations, and not many months before, my family had moved a couple of
thousand miles away, and anyway, I thought it far too soon to burden them with this news. I was
alone and could think of no one I wanted to phone to talk with about the fact that I was about to
go blind and at a time when I was already old and losing abilities and continuously wondering
who would care for me when I could no longer care for myself, and surreptitiously considering
available options, as were the number of single, aging women (from early sixties to over ninety)
with whom I was acquainted. All of us, as we talked about the problem facing us, which was
where we would end our lives, trying not to sigh audibly, gazing absently out the window, our
expressions carefully neutral.Already, as with many old people, I was having trouble filling my
evenings and weekends in activities with my friends, a number of whom still had husbands or
grown-up children and their families nearby and who reserved their own time for when their
families weren’t working or in school. And now, to be blind as well! I who had spent my life
reading, studying, going to films, sometimes painting, and staring at a computer screen as I
wrote book after book, more than twenty in all. How would I fill all those endless, solitary hours
when I could not see? An unexpected rage engulfed me, and I spent an entire weekend lost in it,
clomping down park pathways, trying to breathe through its heat, trying not to have my head
explode while it churned with incoherent thoughts, on fire with indignation, and violent half-



images that seared my brain and that I killed at once, only to have others appear before I
mentally bashed them out of sight.Here is where I explain—says she, bitterly—that not being
able to see is actually quite a wonderful thing, and that friends and family will/would rally around
and buy my groceries for me, and guide me on walks and take me to the symphony and
chamber concerts. Here is where I explain that blindness is good for the soul as well. Hah! I
could think of nothing worse—wait, of course I could, from severe debilitating chronic pain to
dying in a dungeon for a crime you didn’t commit. I suppose I meant that, in terms of who I am,
within a “normal” North American life, I could think of nothing worse: To be completely alone to
deal with this life-changing and inalterable verdict; to realize my working life as a writer after forty
years was over, and I did not know what I would do in place of it; to realize that almost certainly I
was not going to die before the full force of the condition hit; to know that I was caught in a vice
of destiny’s making, and I did not even have anybody to say this to. I mean, you don’t tell it to the
women you always see in the grocery store, or your-across-the-hall neighbour with whom you
have a tenuous relationship at best, or the woman with whom you have lunch once a month.
Although I had two sisters left, one was in Europe for the summer (even though in a wheelchair)
with her family, and the other had a serious long-term illness, and in any case, both lived far
away from me. As for my close friends, they had troubles of their own and didn’t need to add
mine to their burdens. (At least in this, I was honest. Sort of.)One evening I noticed that the pill
container I used when I travelled had the days of the week written on it in braille—at least, I
assumed those little bumps, each set different, were braille—and was surprised and pleased. A
glimmer of hope entered the blackness of my fury and near-despair. I had bought the container
where I buy most of the things I need for my daily life, merely at the Co-Op down the street, and
not in some specialized store for the blind. Okay, so I would have to learn braille. My head was
clearing. I began to try to imagine how I would live with this disability, practically, step by
step.Occasionally, when I couldn’t sleep, I tried to put on my bedside radio and find the CBC
without turning on the light, running my fingers over the buttons, counting, trying to locate the
right one. I closed my eyes, too, and concentrated on the meaningful sounds, a musical phrase,
a few vowels and consonants in different voices coming softly, intimately from the radio in the 3
AM hush. Or I searched for my glasses or my keys with my eyes closed, testing how well I could
navigate without sight in my own home. Already a sightless world was closing in around me, and
I saw how intimate it would be, how solitary, if, possibly and in some way, I wasn’t yet sure about,
how blessed. But I also could see myself growing more and more careless, showing up in my
summer navy and white polka-dot pants with a plaid shirt, not the plain white one I thought I had
on, my hair ravaged and unsightly, eventually throwing myself in front of a commuter train. Whoa!
I reminded myself over and over again that if I had macular degeneration, according to the
ophthalmologist whose book I had read, I would always see light, would never be in total
darkness. I thought of books I had read about the blind heroes: Helen Keller, Jacques
Lusseyran, people whose breathtaking adaptability was interwoven with unquenchable bravery,
and despite my anger, I was inspired by them. I knew damn well I didn’t have their courage. I was



already worn out with the endless uncertainty and never-ending troubles of being alive.Not only
did I not tell anyone for at least a month, possibly two, I didn’t do anything about the diagnosis, at
first thinking that nothing could be done anyway, so why bother, and also,I suspect that at a deep
level, I still thought the problem would miraculously go away and I would be fine. Because she
had been so careful and focused in her examination, I honestly don’t think it occurred to me that
my optometrist might simply be wrong, or if I did, this alone I attributed to wishful thinking. I kept
telling myself that many, many old people have this condition and I wasn’t in any way special and
so should just shut up about it.I consulted a friend who uses a white cane; I talked with an
acquaintance with macular degeneration as well as other difficulties with her eyes. The first told
me he could introduce me to the most wonderful people at the CNIB, praised them so highly I
almost cancelled our lunch plans and went immediately to them. He promised me, too, that
when the time came, he would show me the ropes of being legally blind. (Legal blindness occurs
if your best eye has less than 20/200 vision when corrected with glasses or contacts. According
to Alberta Health, 20/200 means “a person cannot be more than 20 feet away to see what a
person with normal vision can see from 200 feet away.”)The other acquaintance commiserated,
but not in an “Oh, you poor thing” way, but more a “Damn it all! It’s a helluva thing” way (which I
liked), and offered me a high-resolution reading tool she no longer used. I noted, too, that though
neither of them saw well enough to drive, they both went about the city with what seemed to me
to be freedom, even insouciance, by using taxis and services for the disabled, and sometimes
relying on friends or family. I asked myself, is this perhaps doable after all? Finally, I bestirred
myself enough to ask an ophthalmologist I knew if I should be taking some medicine or doing
eye exercises or something to maybe ameliorate the progression of the condition. She told me to
come and see her.I got a referral. Convinced now that I had the disability and knowing that there
was no cure, I had begun to try to be cheerful about my fate, or at least, to try to find a livable,
decent approach to it. A part of me was holding off though. I could feel it; it was saying wait, hold
on, the diagnosis isn’t certain yet, you need to wait. In the soulful blackness of my interior, where
I came to understandings and made firm decisions from which there would be no going back, I
was still holding on, weightless, not daring to take too deep a breath. How I would handle it all
would have to come when I knew for sure I was about to go legally blind.Eventually I told my
friends. The people I knew who were legally blind, having lived in Calgary all their lives, had
networks of friends, or close family members nearby, or both. I had friends, mostly younger than I
am and therefore busy already who didn’t need another drain on their energy, and anyway, I
hadn’t known them for more than five years. I knew they couldn’t hand over their lives to me, and
I would have been ashamed if I had caught one of them trying to. The possibility of moving
closer to my son and his family I quashed at once. At least I knew my way intimately around my
own condo, my building, and my neighbourhood. My sisters would be unable to help me—one
was in a wheelchair and the other in serious ill health—and even with malfunctioning sight, I
would still be the healthy one. But at our ages it was touch and go as to who would be the first to
depart. It would be crazy to uproot myself at this moment in my life, only to find myself, sooner



rather than later, a stranger in a strange community, and blind.Wait a minute, I told myself: you’re
jumping the gun; maybe your eyes are okay and all this emotional turmoil is over nothing. Hah! I
said to myself, with my history of bad luck? Quit kidding yourself; of course you’re going blind,
and do not ever forget that so are thousands of other old people. Blindness is a commonplace
as people grow old and then older again. And older after that. (A 2013 WHO report: “In 2010,
82% of those blind and 65% of those with moderate and severe blindness were older than 50
years of age.”)Such a diagnosis would be the end of people telling me how young I look for my
years (a source of faintly surprised pride, I realized, no matter how much I pretended it wasn’t),
but that seemed hardly worth thinking about. When you’re old, you’re old; no matter what you
look like, you are still in the last few years of your life: the last quarter, the last third, the last tenth.
If there are maybe a few advantages to not looking your age—the occasional younger male hits
on you—there are also disadvantages—the same younger male vanishes when he finds out you
are twelve or fifteen years older than he is, if not older than that. I lost one boyfriend because
(well, there might have been other reasons as well) I was four years older than he was. I guess
he thought that by the time I was eighty-four and in total swamp-creature decrepitude, he would
still be seventy and continuing to make out with fifty-year-olds. As an adult woman in our age-
hating society, the younger you look, the less likely you’ll be ignored or dismissed, which is an
important advantage, but no guarantee of anything else.The day of my ophthalmologist’s
appointment arrived. After about forty-five minutes of sitting in front of one machine and then
another, blinking or not-blinking as requested, my vision blurry from drops, she told me I did not
have macular degeneration. Then she went on to tell me that I had preconditions for glaucoma,
which would require watching and possibly, in a year or two, actual treatment, and also, that she
was going to refer me to a retina specialist as another condition she had discovered meant that I
was in steady danger of having detached retinas. Oh, I said. I couldn’t think of anything else to
say. My entire brain had scrunched itself up into a puzzled, partially disbelieving—or maybe
awed—frown.The problems that had taken me to the optometrist in the first place were
negligible and probably even fixable if I wanted to have a laser treatment or two. No thank you, I
said. Better to let sleeping dogs lie, which, come to think of it, is what I say to my dentist, too,
while crossing my fingers. (It’s amazing to me how much I count on being dead before the real
horrors get the chance to hit.) I saw that it was a good thing the optometrist had made a mistake
because without her diagnosis, I would never have seen the ophthalmologist, which turned out
to be, if for different reasons, crucial for my continuing ability to see. At first friends said, “Thank
heavens,” when I said I didn’t have macular degeneration, but I pointed out, “Medicine can slow
glaucoma, but it can make you completely blind.” Completely blind: without perceptible light.
“While there is no treatment for macular degeneration, at least you aren’t in full darkness.”
Despite everything, there was some room for relief, or joy. I just don’t see very well, to go along
with not hearing very well or sleeping very well, and with having achy joints, and occasional
memory glitches. Ah well, I thought, finally, drawing in my breath shakily, surrendering to the fact
of the inevitable finally getting its claws into me.The hardest lesson of growing old is to recognize



finally that you aren’t special, that fate will do with you whatever it wants, just as it does with
everybody on this planet. First, even though I didn’t look or act “old” at all, it made me old. Now I,
too—wonderful me!—could go legally blind like anybody else and have to end my life using
special aids, hiring people to assist me (if I could afford it), and spending most of my time alone
in my condo listening to podcasts or whatever. Nothing special about that end; in our society, a
commonplace, though also a tragedy. Aging Gloucester, savagely blinded by his enemies. Blind
Homer, telling one of the greatest tales ever told, it lasting in written form for nearly three
thousand years. Nor would I be dragging around the streets in rags, with my gnarled cane and
my begging cup.If you’re lucky, as I am, this is how you get old: incrementally, your body wearing
out bit by tiny bit, small wound by small wound, your soul wearing away with it all, thinning,
loosening from its anchors, eternity coming closer every day.
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